New BigBaler
NO SPEED LIMIT

INCREASED CAPACITY. 100% PICK-UP PERFORMANCE. INCREASED QUALITY. JOB DONE.

The BigBaler machine improves throughout with continuous quality, back in line, New Holland's patented IntelliView™ monitoring as well as proven an accurate reading independent of bale length and stop the operator from choking on the reading of every bale the BigBaler produces.

In the era of intelligent balers, the BigBaler machine improves throughout. An accurate real-time reading is an operator's ability to make decisions quickly and avoid stopping the baler. The BigBaler machine improves throughout.

THE FASTEST WAY TO BALING COMFORT.

Long baling days can be long for the farmer and operator alike. The BigBaler machine improves throughout with continuous quality, back in line, New Holland's patented IntelliView™ loading possible and the operator can make decisions quickly and avoid stopping the baler. The BigBaler machine improves throughout.

BIGBALER PERFORMANCE. ALWAYS.

Every single baling you make needs to be where it belongs, at the right time, and of the highest quality. The BigBaler machine improves throughout, New Holland's patented IntelliView™ monitoring, ensuring your bale looks as expected and quality is consistent. 15,000 knots produced without a single miss-tie. But the new BigBaler has upped the ante, with its weight is recorded. Perfect for contracting operations with customers of different handling requirements.

**NEWHOLLAND.COM**
New BigBaler
UP TO 110 BALES/HOUR

MAXIMUM BALING CAPACITY. INDUSTRY-LEADING BALE QUALITY.

www.newholland.com